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Wiil Europhoria last?

urope has become the
flavour of the month for
investors all over the world.
More precisely, it is the
flavour of two months, since

the bull market in European assets and
the euro began on May 23. In mY last
columnbefore going on holidaY in

in

ss of
world-class European companies; and

d are

macroeconomic management?
Startingwith the good news for

Europe - and the relatively bad news
for the US - European govemments
havenow announcèd programmes of
Iong-t
could,
blowo
crisis. More importantly these new
fìscal policies, if fully implemented,
will sta¡t to tackle the long-term

refusal to talk about the necessary cuts
in medical costs, the one item of
spending that genuinely threatens the

tive

especially in relation to the US.
Ffust, all the main EuroPean

economies remain relatively weak.
While strongJooking growth figures

e fact
in

particular, suffered a much deePer
iecession than the US after the
læhman crisis. Even if Germant t."T:

ill

GDPcompared

another two years in the hole theY
stumbled into after læhman.

Moreover, the US was growing
much morerapidly than EuroPe
before the crisis. Industrial production
in the US today is 49 Per cent higher
than in 1990, whereas German

European surveys of business
sentiment seem fairly optimistic. If
European industrialists define
normalþ as 0.1per cent gtowth, a
further decade of such stagnation may
seem like a decent prospect.

The second problem for EuroPe is

thatthe euro is stillvery expensive.
Europehas smaller trade deficits than
the US or Britain, but that is mainly a
result ofweak consumption and
investment, rather than competitive
producti e
inflation
indices c
Intemational Settlements, the euro is
about 15 per cent more expensive than
the dollar and 25 per cent more
expensive than the pound. At today's
exchange rates hourly labour costs,
including social securþ taxes,

are

British costs. 
e

Third, Europe's post-Lehman
recovery, farfrom refuting Keynesian
economics, has been based on a
standard Keynesian stimulus, whidt
European (and British) politicians ale
now determined to reverse.

Meanwhile the theory that
consumers and businesses would
increase their spending in response to
lower budget deficits is at odds with

I
effects of fiscal tightening, but they

deflation into economic expansion in
the US, Canada and Sweden in the
1990s andin Britain after Black
Wednesday, and, before that, after
Geoffrey Howe's 1983 Budget.

Thefiscal stimulus in most of
Europeis now at its peak, but itwill be
reversed in 201I. Only then will we


